
Implementation of revised UK
Medical Devices Regulations
delayed

T he MHRA has announced a
twelve-month delay to develop
the legislation and prevent supply
disruptions.

Read more
Source: BSI

Smartphone-based diagnosis
to promote the early detection
of chronic diseases

Mobile health includes
smartphones, tablets, or other
mobile devices that are used
alongside sof tware to support
health services. Read more about
how they can be benef icial.

Read more
Source: Medical Device Network

World’s largest particle
physics laboratory backs push
to transform cancer
radiotherapy

Multiple organizations have joined
forces to develop a new radiotherapy
device to treat cancer.

Read more
Source: MedTech Dive

FDA Reports Class I Recall for
Baxter WatchCare
Incontinence Management
System

The FDA announced the most serious
type of recall due to the risk of
radiofrequency emitted by the
device affecting nearby medical
equipment

Read more
Source: MD+DI Online

FDA looks to modeling and
simulation tools to streamline
product reviews

The FDA reported how it uses
modeling and simulation to show
opportunities of improving
predictability and eff iciency.

Read more
Source: RAPS

US aquarium saves 150 sea
turtles from the cold

A Boston aquarium has been treating
"cold-stunned" turtles stranded on US
beaches. Volunteers helped rescued
over 100 endangered turtles species.

Read more
Source: DW

Rolls-Royce successfully tests
hydrogen-powered jet engine

An aircraft has been successfully run
on hydrogen in a Rolls-Royce trial.
This is a major step towards proving
gas could be a jey part of
decarbonising air travel.

Read more
Source: Reuters
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Good Morning and Happy Friday!

It's the start of a new month! Take a break and catch up on some
of the top stories from this week.

Industry News

Feel Good Stories

Prime Path Weekly Blog

Big Savings For Small Businesses – Does Your Medical
Device Company Qualify?

Find out if your medical device company qualifies as a small business and
how you can save on FDA fees in this week's blog.

Read more

Prime Path News

Our training courses are moving!

We will be moving our training courses to our be entirely. Soon you'll be
able to purchase and complete training courses without navigating to an
external site.
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